NATIVE INTEGRATION

Integrated Accounts Payable Automation
AP Express is a secure, cloud-based SaaS solution that dramatically reduces labor costs, while
improving accuracy and visibility. Intelligent OCR and embedded “invoice training-as-a-service”
eliminate the need for manual invoice data entry and coding. AP Express seamlessly integrates
with your existing JD Edwards system and shares the same look-and-feel. Implementations
typically take as little as 30 business days.

SMART FUNCTIONALITY
AP Express provides a native
integration
with
JD
Edwards
Financials. We’ve already done the
hard work to establish and manage
the exchange of data between
systems. All of the underlying master
data from JD Edwards—suppliers,
companies, business units, accounts,
purchase
orders,
receipts—are
synchronized and available in AP
Express.

INTEGRATED
 Master data such as
companies,
business units,
accounts, subledger data, etc.
updated in AP
Express
 Match to purchase
order and receipt
data from JD
Edwards
 View invoice images
in JD Edwards
 Utilize data from JD
Edwards and AP
Express for
reporting and
analytics

FLEXIBLE
 Utilize the AP
Express approval
workflow or your
existing JD Edwards
workflow
 Configure AP
Express to work
with your business
process
 Optional Supplier
Portal allows
suppliers to submit
invoices and
manage inquiries
on their own
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Email / Scan /
Secure FTP /
Upload invoices
directly to AP
Express

Automated
Data Capture

Validation,
Approval,
Import to JDE

MOBILE
 Approve, code, and
upload invoices
right from your iOS
device
 View invoice
images and related
details
 Respond to
notifications
directly from the
mobile app
 Invoice image
capture via mobile
app
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Archived for
Reference and
Reporting

USER INTERFACE

SECURE

 Developed to
mirror the look and
feel of JDE
 Highly intuitive user
interface. Training
takes less than a
day.

 Data is encrypted at
rest
 Transactions occur
over a secure
connection
 Configurable
password usage
options
 User-level,
company, and
business unit
security
 Available Active
Directory
integration

AP Express Functions as an Extension of JD Edwards
AP Express was designed and built by experts
in JD Edwards. Collectively, our team has over
16 years in JD Edwards financial and
accounting software. AP Express is able to
automate invoice processing, approval, and
reporting without making modifications to a JD
Edwards installation.

Native integration enables us to leverage JD
Edwards infrastructure, standard business
processes, and terminology already familiar to
your users. We even designed the AP Express
user interface to make it easy for users
accustomed to the JD Edwards UI.

AP Express is seamlessly integrated with JD Edwards, delivering near real-time data exchange and up-tothe-second visibility of financial transactions. It understands the business rules, routines, and validations
of your ERP system, enabling your users to process invoices faster and more accurately.

Contact Nivo1 Today to Learn More
About AP Express for JD Edwards

With AP Express, your AP process can be
automated in 30 business days or less. AP
Express runs securely in the cloud. No
hardware or software is required. Contact us
for a demo today!
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AP Express is a secure, cloud-based SaaS solution that reduces labor costs while improving
accuracy and helping you manage cash more efficiently. Embedded machine learning and
rules-based algorithms speed processing and improve accuracy with every invoice, while
built-in analytic dashboards track every step of the process and pinpoint opportunities for
improvement. AP Express seamlessly integrates with your existing ERP system.
Implementations typically take 30 business days or less.
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